
 

Skymember Presents Monarch (Barber Coins Edition) by
Avi Yap

Monarch, a visual Coin Matrix/Chink-a-chink routine straight out of Avi Yap's
repertoire. With the successful release of the Morgan & Walking Liberty coin
set, this time we bring you a new member in the Monarch Series.

Monarch Barber, a WORLD-CLASS replica half dollar coin set that you will fall in
love and use!

Everything you loved about Monarch Morgan & Walking Liberty is present
Barber.

In the package you will receive 5 world class replica half dollar coins and a
gimmick that replicates the same aesthetic as Avi's personal barber coin. Made
under strictest requirements by The Alchemist Metal Co. No stones were left
unturned.

Along with this beautiful coin set, you will receive a Masterclass from Avi where
he will teach you everything about his signature coin matrix. From handlings to
timing, psychology, and a lot more.Monarch is not just an effect or a trick, but an
accumulation of experiences that Avi has worked and gathered over 10 years
that we promise you will love.

If you are searching for the best and most affordable coin set for your acts,
Monarch Barber wouldn't disappoint you.

Limited Release, get yours now worldwide.

Highlights:

Routine:

Effective icebreaker coin routine.
Insanely visual.
Easy to learn and perform.
Performed surrounded.
Instant Reset.
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Coin:

Made from Cupronickel.
Sound produced and weight are extremely similar to a genuine coin.
Soft coins-friction free.
Avi's aesthetic coin look. Our signature Monarch pattern with moderated
vintage patina.

DISCLAIMER: The patina on each Monarch coin may vary as they are hand
applied. Gimmick and instructions are not included with the purchase.

Commercial rights are reserved for Monarch routine and the coin, including but
not limited to TV, web shows (paid partnership). Kindly contact Skymember
Presents for commercial inquiries.

"Avi is by far my favorite magician of this era. Just when I thought I have seen his
best stuff... He shows me this. The thinking and execution is off the charts."
- Chris Kenner

"That's beautiful!"
- Wayne Houchin

"Avi's coin matrix is the stuff legends are made of. Put down the coin TRICKS
and get ready to start doing coin MAGIC"
- Luke Dancy

"As some may know about my love of Matrix. Avi's approach is just BEAUTIFUL.
I love how pure and artistic this looks. Rad."
- Will Tsai
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